QuarryMaster® 10”

The 10” QuarryMaster® is designed for the same purpose as the larger machines, except it can be used in small and confined areas. It has most of the same quality features as the 17”/20”/24” QuarryMasters®.

Features

Oversize Handle Grips
For operator’s comfort.

Heavy-Duty Switch
Set in a die cast aluminum switch box, won’t chip or rust.

Flexible Dual Triggers
Left or right hand operation, non-conductive and have built-in safety lockouts to prevent accidental startup.

50 Ft. Power Cord
3-wire safety yellow with water-resistant jacket.

4 Gallon Plastic Solution Tank
Dispenses liquid for scrubbing, polishing and diamond cutting. Won’t rust or corrode.

specifications

Motor:
120V, 3/4 HP, 60 Hz, 56 Frame

Gears:
3 Idler

Drive Speed:
175 RPM

Current:
11.0 AMPS

Brush Size:
10”

Wheels:
3” Transport

Power Cord:
50 Ft, 14/3 Wire Grounded, Safety Yellow

MCL-10C (411809)
Includes:
Solution Tank; Diamond Disc; Driver; Set of 4 Velcro Holders; Pad Driver;

10” Machine shown with optional short handle (347523). Use for counter tops and stairs.

Accessories and Chemicals

3” Marble Triple Thick Resin Diamond Disks

Crystal Clear™ Marble Finish

This is the final touch after diamond restoration or maintenance process on marble and terrazzo as a continuing maintenance program.

Crystal Clear™ creates a harder, more durable surface to protect the floor, while enhancing the color.

(338958 - 4 Gallons Per Case)

3500 Grit - 414026
1800 Grit - 414034
800 Grit - 414042
400 Grit - 414069
220 Grit - 414077
120 Grit - 414085
50 Grit - 414093
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